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Abstract
Digital Signage solutions are everywhere in today's society. These are the evolution of the classic
billboards and grant new possibilities previously impossible or expensive. This thesis prototypes an
open and available, entry level digital signage solution capable of managing and displaying images,
videos and web pages. The thesis resulted in an entry level Digital Signage solution, i.e low cost,
low performance and form of stepping-stone for a small business to evaluate the concept without
committing a large sum. 
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 1 Introduction
Distributed networks can be found anywhere. The Internet is, by far, the biggest example of a dis-
tributed, interconnected network. Since it's birth in the late 1960's, at the time called ARPANET,
more and more organizations adopted the technology and began connecting to each other. Most no-
table among the early adopters is the US Department of Defense who were looking for a way to eas-
ily distribute their data among several data warehouses in order to create redundancy.

As we have moved in to an age where networks are more available than ever before, more uses
have arisen where different distributed applications are economically viable. There are few compa-
nies that do not have an internal network of their own in order to distribute internet access through-
out their organization and to their different hardware. 

Some of the hardware might have a very specific purpose. In contrast to the personal computer,
which is capable of performing a wide variety of tasks and fulfilling several purposes just by chang-
ing or adding a new piece of software, there are smaller devices whose purpose it is to do just one
or two tasks. There is talk of an Internet of Things (Weber & Weber, 2010) where a whole bunch
och small single purpose devices can be and are being connected to the internet. Exactly why one
would need a tweeting toaster remains unknown.

One class of these devices are used in Digital Signage, where their only purpose is to be connected
to a monitor and display whatever content the device owner wants to display. With a handful of ex-
ceptions, these devices are delivered from the supplier as a black box which you connect to the rele-
vant devices and then monitor via a cloud-based web interface and pay a subscription fee for, be-
cause traditionally, these kinds of devices were difficult to create and thus expensive, an attribute
that no longer remains true.

This thesis aims to create an entry level Digital Signage solution where most devices can be used.

 1.1 Problem scenario
Prevas, STUK, Vinter Reklam, Arctic Group, and Luleå Studentkår find themselves in a situation
similar to the one described above. They would like to set up a few screens to inform colleagues or
potential customers about current offers, projects, news, or other arbitrary information. They are ei-
ther not content with the systems on the market or find themselves financially or legally limited. 

Prevas found and implemented Screenly Open Source Edition (OSE) (“Screenly,” n.d.) on their two
screens. This brought the downside of having two servers to manage as Screenly only allows one
screen with one server. STUK and Arctic Group have their own systems. STUKs solution is built
entirely from scratch and, using a video-junction, broadcasts the same image to their eight screens
and are in desperate need of an upgrade. Arctic Group have their one screen in their lobby display-
ing calendar information and recent news and is currently looking for something easier to adminis-
trate. Luleå Studentkår (LS) is currently looking to acquire a Digital Signage system at as low cost
as possible. Vinter Reklam are looking to expand their portfolio and want to be able to deliver more
services to their customers. 

As previously stated, these entities are either unsatisfied with the systems available or in some way
unable to acquire or use it as they need. Vinter Reklam in particular suffers from legal issues as they
require the ability to redistribute the system and implement as they see fit. 

Each of these organizations have their differences, but they all share a wish for a better solution than
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what they have today, or simply; a solution at all which fulfills as many requirements as possible,
thus making it clear that a new, more available, solution is desired.

 1.2 Purpose
This thesis aims to design and construct an off-the-shelf (OTS) system to manage an arbitrary num-
ber of digital screens, in order to display it on an attached display.

 1.2.1 Research questions

• Which are the basic components required in a simple Digital Signage System?

• How should these components be arranged in order to create a usable Digital Signage Sys-
tem?

 1.3 Delimitation
a) The thesis will not study all systems on the market.

As the current market for digital signage is big, research suggests well over 100 systems
(Cotterill,  2013;  “Digital  Signage Directory,” n.d.,  “Supplier Directory,” n.d.),  this thesis
would grow extensively if it would study all of them and could fill a paper on it's own. A
sample size and selection method is described in the method chapter.

b) This thesis does not result in a finished marketable product. 

It aims to provide a platform consisting of basic components, not much more than a proof of
concept, but will no branding or marketing efforts will be made. 

c) Only Exploration, Planning, First Iteration and Productionizing will be performed.

This thesis explores the possibility to create a financially efficient way of creating an entry-
level Digital Signage Solution. 

 1.4 Definition of terms
Device-agnostic - “Device agnostic is a description for computing components that work with vari-

ous systems without requiring any special adaptations.” -  (“What is device-agnostic (device
agnosticism)?,” n.d.)

Distributed Systems – For the purpose of this thesis Distributed Systems is several networked de-
vices connected via network. It is not related to clustering or cloud-computing.

Driver – In this thesis, “Driver” refers to the unit supplying the monitor with what to display. The
hardware making the monitor perform as a digital sign.

Headless – A setup of devices without a direct administrative interface.

IDE – Integrated Development Environment. The software used to write code which provides sup-
port in the form of code-completion and automatic introspection.

Introspection – Or Code Introspection. An IDE's ability to parse user-written classes in order to pro-
vide code-completion based on files in the current project.
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Lead Time – The time difference between initiating a process and it's completion.

Off The Shelf (OTS) – Easily attainable. 

Port – Modification and compilation of software to execute on another platform.

Repository – Similar to a warehouse, a repository contains items. In this case source code. The
repository is part of Git which is used for version control. 
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 2 Theory
This chapter aims to present the pieces of information relevant to develop an understanding of 
Digital Signage. 

 2.1 Distributed Systems
The chapter aims to give some understanding in the terminology and the basic concepts of 
distributed systems and the application and adaptation of the terminology to Digital Signage.

Distributed systems can take many forms. The most known distributed system is, of course, the In-
ternet (Coulouris, Dollimore, & Kindberg, 2005). In this sense, distributed systems is most signified
by the connection between the devices and not the purpose of the distribution. Many Distributed
systems used by corporations are, in one form or another, a cluster or otherwise cooperating be-
tween themselves to give some advantage over traditional monolithic computing. 

Within this thesis, the distributed systems are distributed in a physical sense as the displays are dis-
tributed over an area. Using ethernet to transport data over distance and the driver to convert this
data into information for the digital sign to display is a key feature. 

 2.1.1 Centralized vs Decentralized Systems

There are primarily two methods of organizing systems, i.e Centralized and Decentralized. In a de-
centralized system, every node is equal to one-another. There is no master and there is no slave as
there are in centralized systems. This type of system is useful for critical systems that require redun-
dancy. As no node is the master upon which all the other nodes rely on for orders there is no single
point of failure and if one went down the system would still function, albeit at a lower perfomance.

The other method is Centralized systems. This has the advantage that is is far easier to build. In a
decentralized system, all of the nodes must be able to negotiate and agree, whereas in a centralized
system a dictatorship is in place. There is one master and one or more slaves, blindly performing
whatever task is assigned them by the master. This method allows for any number of slaves to fail,
as long as the master is still functioning. Should the master fail, the entire system would fail with it.
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 2.1.2 Digital Signage

Distributed digital signage systems can be thought of as two, or more, separate systems sharing in-
formation. There is the server-side application, where all administrative tasks are performed and the
client-side, the driver for the sign. As there is no need for the server to have detailed insight into
what the clients are doing as long as they are alive and responsive, a centralized arrangement is used
for the Digital Signage solutions.

The server side web application can reside within an application server, such as Apache or Jboss, or
standalone, as is common with many python-projects. 

The client side application should have an as small of a virtual footprint as possible so as not to bur-
den the potentially limited system it could be deployed on. 

 2.2 Digital Signage
In the grand scheme of things, digital signage can be viewed as the modern day equivalent of bill-
boards and the evolution of posters. Providing an easier and faster method of replacing content and
the ability to provide different advertising during different times of day coupled with ever dropping
prices of high quality displays has made Digital Signage commonplace in many locations. (Chien,
2011)

As stated in Distributed Systems above, a digital signage system consists of a server and a client,
where the server provides scheduling and content and the client controls the monitor, displaying the
content to the audience. One system, Screenly OSE (“Screenly,” n.d.), incorporate both these parts
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in a single device, making for easy installation and short lead time. 

Almost all of the Digital Signage systems available are limited. Either legally or financially. It is not
surprising when expected revenue is taken into consideration. Few would help another business in-
crease their sales without expecting some form of compensation, either through exchange of ad
space or a share of the increased revenue. I.e. the business would buy the service from the company
providing the digital signage.

As a result, there are almost no entry level digital signage solutions available for startups with tight
budgets and the ones that do only work on specific hardware. This results in a threshold for any
business that would like to try out digital signage solution.

 2.3 Server Development
There are many parts to developing a web-application. Several languages and systems that need to
be utilized and connected to each other in order to create a dynamic and responsive web application.
This chapter attempts to give a brief introduction to each of the languages and technologies used in
building the server software.

PHP

As one of the most used web scripting languages (Cass, 2015), PHP is one of the more easily porta-
ble languages available (“What can PHP do?,” 2015). The language is similar to how C and C++ is
written, with a few exceptions and addendum. PHP forms the basis for many web-applications and
were also used in this thesis along with the framework Kohana to speed up progress. Kohana allows
for a shorter production time thanks to the wide array of functions available, thus removing the need
to reinvent the wheel and build ones own framework to support the application.

JavaScript

Along with PHP, JavaScript  adds  functionality to  a  web application.  The difference being that
JavaScript performs its work in the clients browser. This allows any number of features to be cre-
ated that are not inherent to any browser. (Flanagan, 2006)

Closely related to JavaScript is JSON, JavaScript Object Notation. This is a way of structuring data
in an easily parsable string, usually using UTF-8 as charset. This way of formatting data is often
used for simple communication between a server and a client where a user is not directly involved.

MySQL

Without a database of some sort, most web applications would only repeat themselves, performing
the same calculations and information shifting as when the application was written. With the use of
databases such as MySQL, these web applications can store and retrieve data from a uniform loca-
tion granting a more responsive application which can keep track of an endless number of arbitrary
data types and data points. (Suehring, 2002)

HTML and CSS

While PHP and JavaScript grants functionality, HTML, Hyper Text Markup Language, defines the
elements that will be used to create the appearance of the web page. HTML in cooperation with
CSS, Cascading Style Sheets, is used to create aesthetically pleasing web pages and unify how ap-
pearance is written using an external style sheet linked to the HTML currently being viewed. (Duck-
ett, 2011)
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 2.4 Client Development
These are the languages used in the development of the clientside.

Python

While PHP could perform the functions of the Driver-side, Python was elected for its lower over-
head and sheer  versatility as  programming language.  Python is  a  compiled  scripting  language,
meaning it can both run the source code directly as with any other scripting language, but it can also
compile a script, adding optimizations and allowing for a shorter boot time. (Lutz, 2013)

Bash

Born Again Shell, BASH, is one of the common terminals and is standard on many Linux distribu-
tions. Aside from being the primary interface for working in a linux environment, it can also be
used for scripting commonly performed tasks. (Newham, 2005)
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 3 Method
In this chapter, the method for the thesis is first briefly introduced and then detailed how it will be 
applied in this thesis along with modifications to adapt it to this scenario. 

eXtreme Programming was chosen for its of the low overhead during development and focuses on
achieving a working product rather than the time-consuming administrative tasks that accompany
some practices. This chapter will describe how it was applied in this thesis, outline the important
milestones to reach and any deviations from the XP base.

 3.1 Introducing eXtreme Programming (XP)
XP is a lightweight, efficient, low-risk, flexible, predictable, scientific and fun way to develop 
software. 

Beck, 2000 p. preface XVII

Extreme programming is an agile methodology intended for small and medium-sized teams. Every-
thing is done incrementally, from planning to execution with very few rigid points or milestones. 

The methodology combines an overall view of the project with a time-limited specialization. While
XP makes a point of everyone involved having an idea of the final goal, of both the current iteration
and the project as a whole, everyone focuses on the feature at hand. In combination with small re-
leases, an open approach to ownership and adherence to programming standards, XP provides a
simple framework on which to build any number of small to medium-sized projects. 

Beck (2000) mentions the renowned 20-80 rule wherein it is stated that 80% of the features can be
accomplished by 20% of the work and the last 20% is accomplished by the remaining 80% of the
work. 

 3.1.1 Four Variables

Beck (2000) makes a point of pointing out four variables that affect the project:

• Cost

• Time

• Quality

• Scope

All of them in the right amount. Too much focus on any one variable would result in an overall poor
result. A lot of money at hand gives the opportunity to purchase new, and sometimes useless, hard-
ware just because it was possible. Too much time at hand and the project risks going beyond the
scope, adding features not needed. Beck (2000) goes on to note the intricate difficulties of quality as
both relaxing and raising the requirements can have both long and short term positive effects. He
continues to note that while scope is the most important variable to keep in mind, most development
teams do not put enough focus on the variable. With Scope being a potentially “soft” variable, capa-
ble of change as needed, some might see it as a problem. Something soft or fuzzy has traditionally
created trouble for the development teams relying on a hard requirement specification. Beck (2000)
argues that it should be seen as an opportunity for the team to reshape the requirements, and thus the
scope, in order to provide a better solution than what was originally asked for. XP thus continues to
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make a point of being adaptive and responsive to change. (Beck, 2000)

 3.1.2 Four Values

XP values four concepts:

• Communication

Anyone who has ever been involved in a project can make the argument that communication is
good. Lack of information sometimes creates a duplicate set of changes because one programmer
did not tell the rest of the team of an important change made earlier. Something may be missed from
the customer because the wrong questions were asked. XP remedies these by using practices that re-
quire communication to be usable at all, such as Pair Programming and group estimation requires
communication, or it would just be a bunch of programmers sitting silently around a table.

• Simplicity

While simplicity is important, XP makes it into a bet. The bet is that it is more efficient to make
something as simple as possible without regard for what may be needed to be done tomorrow than it
is to make something complicated that may never be used.

• Feedback

Continuous feedback is essential. In the beginning unit tests provide concrete functional feedback
about the logic of the system, and later when there is something to be demoed for the customer, di -
rectly from the customer.

• Courage

In any project, there may come a moment when a fundamental flaw is discovered. Something inher-
ent to how the team was thinking when the architecture of the system were being laid down. This
flaw may sometimes be so critical that it practically renders the final system more or less useless.
This is the time when courage takes place. When a hard decision to rebuild large parts of the archi-
tecture and probably breaking most of the unit tests but with the reward of an architecture better
suited to resolve the problem. The courage required to make a difference like this increases as the
release date comes closer. (Beck, 2000)

 3.1.3 Stories and Tasks

Within XP there are two primary constructs dictating the work to be done. These are Stories and
Tasks. 

Stories describe, from a business perspective, what any user of the system expects to accomplish.
These are written as informally or formally as needed for that specific story. A story can contain in-
formation of the author or source of the story if it is deemed to be needed later in the process. Tasks
may, but must not, be based on a story. There is no set relation dictating that one story should result
in one task or that one task must originate from a story. 

At the start of each iteration, all stories are examined and it is then determined which should be im-
plemented next. Once determined which stories to implement in the iteration at hand, tasks are writ-
ten and assigned to developers.
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 3.1.4 Rubber duck Debugging

Instead of the Pair Programming practice recommended in XP, Rubber Duck Debugging, as simpli-
fied below, will be used instead of another animate developer.

As the title suggests, rubber duck debugging involves a rubber duck. The premise is that in the
process of explaining the problem so simply that even an inanimate rubber duck can understand it,
one reveals both the problem and solution to oneself.

 3.1.5 … And its influence

The Four Values and the Four Variables described in 3.1.1 above played their different roles. Some
were almost entirely disregarded while others proved their worth.

Cost and Time were the two great limiters when taking the Four Values into consideration. As both
were highly limited there were little room for extravagances. Scope was defined via  Delimitation
above which left Quality as the only variable throughout construction. 

In regard for the Four Values; Communications within the team was a non-issue as there was only
one developer. Simplicity helped keep construction on track by applying the age-old “Keep it sim-
ple stupid”. The continuous Feedback received from STUK helped verify that the project was head-
ing in the right direction. Courage was not of any significant importance. There were a few mo-
ments where a flaw needed significant work to be remedied, but no actual courage was needed in
these cases as the time required was available and the gain from the rework was significant with
minimal risk of failure. As such, it was a good strategy to devote the time required to rework the
feature and in the end deliver a better platform. 

 3.2 The Organizations
Before any actual construction was done, a short interview was conducted with five organizations
that had shown interest in the idea of this thesis. This was done to gather an idea of how their cur -
rent system was used and to gather a small set of basic requirements and expectations. Because the
organizations are as diverse as they are, the requirements and expectations identified by a majority
of the organizations could be assumed to be expected by any organization. 

The interview was little more than a loose conversation around the subject of digital signage and
discussed their existing solution, if they had one, and whether or not they would open a subscription
to have a digital signage solution supplied by a third party.

 3.3 Life Cycle
Below is a description of the basic lifecycle of a project according to the modified XP used as 
guidelines for development of the project. 

 3.3.1 Exploration

Much like the original explorers exploring the world, Exploration is testing the waters and looking 
around to gather knowledge and understanding in the domain to be adopted. In this first phase, 
early theoretical prototyping is done to test different architectures and make sure the team is 
sufficient to build the intended software. With the knowledge gained, a few initial stories are written
to outline 

This is where it all begins for the development of this project. This is where most stories were writ-
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ten and general parameters for the project were set. In this case, there were a lot of back and forth
between STUK and the development team. STUK was chosen because of their geographical loca-
tion, providing easy access to pop in for a few well formulated questions and face-to-face communi-
cation as recommended by XP. At well timed intervals, the remaining organizations were consulted
and queried about the needs of their specific situation. 

As there is no use in reinventing the wheel, other digital signage systems were quickly examined
and useful features analyzed and remembered for future incorporation. Frameworks were examined
as potential catalysts to further accelerate development.

In order to create useful software, one would need to know how it is intended to be used and which
actions would be performed most often. In XP this is expressed using stories. Each story tells what a
user wants to accomplish, not specifically how it is to be accomplished. These are written from a
Business perspective, with a way of thinking that is far from how it would work in the background.

 3.3.2 Planning

Now that exploration has provided an early map of the land, sea and sky, planning can take place. 
What to focus on. What is relevant? Time estimates.

When should the first release happen? Which stories have to be completed in order to be able to
produce a useful release? These questions were answered and made clear to the development team.
(Beck, 2000) recommends between two and six months.  Any longer and the risks grow due to
changing demands. Any shorter and it is suggested to be too short to be able to implement and test
any features. With the short lifespan of this project even the shortest recommended is too long. With
the above in consideration, XP's lightweight framework proved prove itself by allowing the grand
majority of time to be placed on construction rather than administrative tasks resulting in a shorter
lead time and a quick sprint to the first release.

 3.3.3 Iterations to First Release

What is necessary to get reach a first release? What are the core components that can be quickly 
thrown together in order to have a beta for the customers, in this case the organizations introduced 
in 1.1 Problem scenario?

The first few iterations in XP were aimed toward providing a skeleton-software where most of the
features were in place, but as a whole it would still be a bit rough around the edges. Each iteration
took one of the stories and wrote a task for it. Each iteration also resulted in a set of functional test-
cases to be used in subsequent iterations to ensure nothing unintentional broke between iterations. 

While in development, it is crucial to always keep the target in mind. XP facilitates a swift develop-
ment process and has a high degree of developer freedom. This freedom allows the developer to
work with familiar tools and methods but gave rise to a tendency to digress from the planning and
implement features that were not in the plan. Simplicity from the four values came into play a few
times. With a realignment of focus to put more weight on Simplicity, the extra features were soon
deemed unnecessary and as such discarded from thought.

 3.3.4 Productionizing

Feedback, bugfixing and anything else that would make the product whole.

While no further features would be implemented for this project, the Productionizing phase granted
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material for future work and conclusions below and as such was important to perform.

After first release, there were feedback and “tightening of nuts and bolts” as  (Beck, 2000) put it.
This included an informal hands-on demonstration and an opportunity for the recipients, primarily
STUK, to get a feel for the release and get a feel for the system and provide feedback on what
works and what doesn't. Here, new stories were written, old ones complemented, and summarily
reevaluated to determine if they should be implemented in a coming release or not. 

 3.4 Typical iteration
The philosophy of XP is simple. The basic iteration is as straight forward as it gets when program-
ming:

1. Exploration phase

Write a task. This may or may not be based on a story at all or it may resolve several stories.

2. Commitment phase

A programmer accepts responsibility for a task and estimates how long it will take to imple-
ment. Once the tasks have been selected and divided there need to be balancing. If it is dis-
covered that a programmer has taken on too many tasks, that programmer must give up one
or more tasks in order to secure delivery on time for the ones that are kept.

3. Steering phase

The programmer implements the tasks that were accepted,  record progress in some way
while paying detail to the amount of time used. If, despite the balancing in the commitment
phase, a programmer turns out to be over committed, recovery must take place. In recovery,
the tasks are examined and it is determined by the team as a whole what to to with the tasks.
It can be delayed to a later iteration, implemented by another programmer or have its scope
changed.

Last in the iteration are the functional tests, to make sure everything is working as expected. 
(Beck, 2000)
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 4 Result
This chapter will present the findings and questions that have been resolved. Anything that is left 
unresolved is discussed in Conclusions and Discussion below. 

 4.1 The Organizations
Luleå Studentkår (LS) is one of the two student unions at LTU, providing a helping hand when stu-
dents have issues with how the education is provided. LS consists of the board performing a range
of tasks, including the spread of information to their audience about the various current events and
other nondescript types of information. Since they are a non-profit organization, budget is always
tight and technical ability is low which requires an easy-to-use system capable of displaying their
required information types, primarily images and webpages.

STUK, formerly Kårhusrestaurangen, is the Luleå Campus student pub. Providing a place to social-
ize and have something to eat. While they have a few hired staff for day-to-day and administrative
tasks the large portion of their workforce are volunteers. These volunteers are what allows STUK to
have highly competitive prices on the services they provide as well as create the wide range of
events they have as a result of the wide variety of personalities, all working together to make STUK
the place it is. STUK currently has eight screens showing advertisement for the range of products
they can provide. Based on aging technology and software requiring a large amount of administra-
tive work to switch content between daytime advertisement and pub or club advertisement most of
the time the system displays some mix of all three resulting in a wide range of ads being displayed
at a time of day where few are interested in that specific content. 

This combined with parts of the video distribution system starting to break down has lead to a need
for a new system. Being a student pub where keeping costs low is critical, the new system would
need to be low-cost, preferably free, low-maintenance and easy to administrate in order to reduce
the burden for the administrators while still performing the required functions. During discussions
and implementation when hardware and software were starting to come into focus a new request
came in: Videos. Something the old system could not do and had been requested by several volun-
teers while preparing for their larger events.

In addition to the requirements from LS above, for a system to fit STUK another requirement must
be added; scheduling and as a result of scheduling; playlists. The alternative to playlists would be to
individually schedule the content resulting in a noticeable increase in administrative burden. 

Vinter Reklam is an advertisement agency in Luleå city. In cooperation with their clients they create
any type of information, presentation or advertisement needed to solve their clients problems, as
they would put it. Within Vinter Reklam they have approximately 35 working with integrated adver-
tisement, designed to fit a preexisting media, such as webpages, magazines or newspapers. Cur-
rently they produce, what they call, motion advertisement to be placed in various media, such as
youtube, tv-networks, or digital signs provided by another party.

When presented with the idea of being able to provide these digital signs themselves, and thus have
one more product in the services they can provide, their interest peaked. When asked why they have
not already incorporated such a service their answer was legal and economic restrictions. The sys-
tems  available  today  by  other  parties  either  have  an  inappropriate  payment-model,  requiring
monthly installments or not allowing any other party than themselves to sell or provide their digital
signs.
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Vinter Reklam presents another requirement, not bound to functions or economics, but to the licens-
ing of the system in question. Not only does it need to be functionally competitive, the license must
allow for redistribution. As licensing is beyond the scope of construction this requirement is dis-
carded.

Prevas is an IT development organization offering solutions and services to any company in need of
a better IT-solution to improve their own company. Since their start in 1985 they have developed
over 5000 products. Prevas is currently experimenting with Screenly OSE for their in-house digital
signage, a solution proving problematic and limited as each digital sign is configured and managed
separately from any other sign. Other issues that have made themselves known is an instability, ei-
ther in the software or in the hardware causing freezing and requiring manual power-cycling. 

The Prevas case does not cause any additional requirements in relation to the requirements stated
above: central administration along with images, videos, and web pages. They do however provide
additional legitimacy to the ones previously stated. 

Arctic Group (AG) is similar to Prevas, within this limited domain, in many ways. AG is a Luleå-
based IT-consultancy organization providing a wide variety of solutions to some very large organi-
zations both nationally and internationally. 

Currently AG has their own digital signage solution built and tailored from scratch based on their
own needs because there were no suitable solutions available for them to build upon. If they would
not have been able to create their own digital signage solution, tailored to their own needs, they
would not have leased nor bought one from a supplier and would then not have the digital sign in
their lobby displaying useful information for their employees which in turn would result in each
employee having less information of what AG is doing.

As such, AG provides a requirement similar to Vinter Reklam. Though with a limited need of redis-
tributing the solution, their requirement is that of ability to modify an existing system for their own
purposes and needs. In other words, access to the source of the system would fill this requirement,
but since this too is beyond the scope of the thesis, the requirement is discarded.

With the above in mind, a few functional requirement groups are revealed:

1. Media

Without things to display, a distributed digital signage system would be pointless. While im-
ages will be utilized the most and web pages a distant second, video playback is in the wish
list. 

2. Playlists

The ability to switch between sets of media with different content and intent is especially
useful for environments that switch between different types of crowds. Playlists will enable
this.

3. Scheduling

Automation and low administration is  a priority.  Including scheduling would further  cut
down on the administrative burden and allow different media to run on different times.

 4.2 Exploration
With the initial data regarding the organizations collected, one can not have a look around to see 
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what has been done in the area already, and what is missing. This is also the time for early 
prototyping and proof of concept in order to select a single path forward.

 4.2.1 Existing Digital Signage Systems

Digital Signage is not new. The field is at least 26 years old (“inLighten,” n.d.) As such, existing
services and technology need to be examined in order to draw from others experience and create a
system on par with their least common denominators. 

Screenly OSE

Screenly OSE (“Screenly,” n.d.) is a strong candidate which has and maintains most of the desired
features listed in the purpose. Its only downfall is the number of screens. Installation is simple. Just
download the system-image, flash it to an SD-card and use it with a raspberry-pi connected to a
screen. This boots up the system and makes a web interface available. 

With the low amount of actions required to install and get started, Screenly OSE have a few key
features that need to be noted. First, the ready-to-go diskimage provided by the creators of Screenly,
which significantly reduces the number of steps required to be taken by any end-user. Second, the
sample data providing a quick how-to and an easy way to make sure everything works as intended.
(“Screenly,” n.d.)

Pro: Low installation-cost, short time-to-execution.

Con: Only one screen.

Xibo

Xibo, being very different from Screenly OSE, is a fully fledged Digital Signage solution, for Win-
dows and Android. They discontinued production on their Linux driver (Garner, 2014) due to a se-
ries of limitations and problems thus limiting their prospective target platforms to either Android,
for a fee and with a few limitations, or Windows, requiring a PC to take advantage of all available
functions. (“Xibo,” n.d.)

With Xibo being far more competent and featured than Screenly OSE, it comes with a few caveats.
First, the installation requires many more steps to reach production status. The server-side software
must be deployed and setup,  and then each client must be installed and configured against the
server. Once connected content must be created and scheduled before one would know everything is
working properly. Complete installation instructions are well documented in the Xibo Documenta-
tion. (“Xibo Documentation,” n.d.)

 4.2.2 Functions and functionality

Mediatypes

All of the systems share a common few types of media they can present. Beyond these highly gen-
eralized types the individual systems provide support for a handful of OS specific media types.
Xibo's windows-driver, for example, also supports Microsoft PowerPoint in addition to the usual
webpage, image and video the systems all have in common (“Xibo,” n.d.). With PowerPoint being a
very specific, and proprietary, mediatype it cannot be considered a functional requirement. 

As for the mediatypes they all have in common, webpages, images and videos, these are both highly
available and functional as they can be used to create and display the widest possible range of infor-
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mation with least amount of implementation effort. 

Scheduling

In order to make a system highly usable, i.e. as few interactions as possible once configured, sched-
uling is required. Of the systems examined, only Screenly OSE did not have this function. This is,
most likely, due to the fact that Screenly OSE only manages one screen at a time, and thus schedul-
ing was not deemed worth the effort of implementing. 

Of the organizations presented in  Error: Reference source not found Error: Reference source not
found, STUK especially is in need of scheduling as it has different target audiences during different
times of day. Most time they display what they sell in their cafe, but at night the audience switches
to a more alcohol oriented crowd and would like to display different advertisements. Prevas and
Luleå Studentkår would run the same content at all times and as such would not be in need of a
scheduling mechanism. The case of Vinter Reklam is unknown as they would not employ the sys -
tem themselves but rather tailor and supply it for their customers and the need of these prospective
clients are beyond the scope of this thesis. Arctic Group is a bit of both sides these last two groups.
They would partially use it for their own, but they would also enjoy being able to supply a digital
signage solution to their customers, who, just like Vinter Reklam, are unknown.

With these three forms of use in consideration, scheduling is deemed a required part of a digital sig-
nage solution. Not because the majority of organizations do not explicitly require the function, but
because having scheduling available is a hygiene factor when compared to preexisting systems. 

 4.2.3 Stories

These are the stories discovered, based on the requirements from 4.1 The Organizations.

1. Add Content

When a user wishes to display something, the user must be able to add the content to the
system.

2. Schedule

There must be a way to schedule content for playing different content at different times of
the week. 

3. Build Playlist

Due to the story of Scheduling, a playlist is required in order for the feature to work effi-
ciently. 

4. New Driver

As more Digital Signs are added, there must be a way to add them to the system. Preferably
automated to simplify installation.

 4.2.4 Development environment

At the end of exploration, a few proofs of concept have been written which either confirmed or re-
futed any idea or path critical to one or more of the potential paths to the intended goal. During this
process, development tools and environments were also examined and selected. What follows is a
short description of the environment used in the construction of the system this thesis is centered
around. 
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As far as languages go, there were several involved in the development. For the web-part; PHP, and
JavaScript were the two main languages with support from CSS and HTML for markup. The client-
part consists mostly of Python with a little Bash for the startup-script.

For the IDE, Integrated Development Environment, Jetbrains PHPStorm was selected for the web-
based administrative interface. With introspection, remote server synchronization, and version con-
trol integration it was a good fit for the rest of the setup. For the client Jetbrains PyCharm was a bet-
ter fit. With the same main characteristics as PHPStorm, with the difference of PyCharm targeting
Python instead of PHP. The similar interface and hotkeys shortened the learning-curve compared to
learning two unrelated IDE's. 

Along with the IDE, git was used both for version-control and code transfer to devices and servers
for testing and installation. While it is not mandatory to have a public repository in order to use git,
a private one is easily setup and would serve the same purpose, public repositories were setup on
GitHub to allow others to fork the code. 

In addition of the primary desktop environment on which any code-development was performed,
there were also other devices. A server onto which the web-interface was deployed. This server ran
Debian, a distribution of Linux, and Apache with module for PHP. The server also ran MySQL as
database backend.

Along with the Primary Desktop and Server there was a driver consisting of a Raspberry Pi, RPi.
The RPi was selected because it was very cheap and had a hardware video-decoder which granted
the ability to render HD video in real time. The RPi ran Raspbian, a port of same Debian that was
used on the server. During development there was a simple monitor connected to the RPi.

 4.3 Planning
First release will be 4 weeks from starting date. As there are four stories, one each will be imple-
mented in each iteration, starting with “Adding a driver”. As the system would have to facilitate
communication between the server and the driver in order to continue any work, this is a good place
to start and a fitting story to be implemented in the first iteration along with the rest of the initial
platform.

Once connection is established between the server and drivers, and the platform is stable enough,
work can begin on the features that make the product a digital signage solution. First to be imple-
mented is “Adding Content”.

Content without control is confusing and sometimes counter productive. d As such Playlists and
Scheduling need to be implemented. Scheduling of individual content is both tedious and ineffi-
cient. This can be remedied by first implementing playlists in order to group content together in
more manageable objects. This leads to “Adding Playlist” being implemented in the third iteration
and “Scheduling” in the fourth.

 4.4 Iterations to First Release
The project will span four weeks for which four iterations is a good fit, one for each week. As there
are very few specifics it is up to the team to figure out how to resolve the tasks.
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 4.4.1 First Iteration

Basic system. A “Hello World” of the main components, the Driver and the CMS.

Stories:

• Story #4: Adding a driver

Tasks: 

• Create an initial CMS.

Self descriptive. Create the basic CMS that will be the platform for future work. 

• Create an initial Driver.

Same here as above. Keeping it simple is key. 

• Establish communication between the CMS and the Driver.

This part is tricky. Communication between the CMS and the driver must be created in such
a way that it can handle data reliably with as little overhead as possible to reduce the re-
quired bandwidth between the CMS and the driver.

Goals:

• Get the project started and create a platform for future work.

Log

In order to save time on creating a strong platform, a framework was selected; Kohana. Kohana pro-
vides many functions otherwise time-consuming to create. The framework has no impact on the re-
sulting interface, it merely makes it easier to implement. Based on the Model-View-Controller Con-
cept it carries with it a strong separation between logic, data and presentation, making sure not to
mix unless necessary.

JSON was selected as the carrier of data between the client and the CMS. It is lightweight and sta-
ble enough to carry any clear text data between the CMS and the client. 

An API using JSON was implemented. Any contact between the two parts is identified using the
clients IP address. This guarantees a unique identifier so that the CMS always knows which client it
is communicating with. Whenever a client connects to the CMS it is checked against the database to
make sure it is registered. If it is not, it is registered with its IP address as its name. From the CMS it
can be given a more descriptive name. Illustration 4 Shows three drivers registered and given a sim-
ple name.
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Illustration 4: Showtime Drivers

Illustration 5 shows a splash page that is shown whenever the client is started. This provides a quick
and easy way of identifying which client is controlling which display.

Illustration 5: Splashpage on Driver

 4.4.2 Second Iteration

Implement basic functions and an early prototype to start demoing for the “team”.

Stories:

• Story #1: Adding Content

Tasks:

• Create a way to add content.

Remember to keep it simple. Must be able to handle web pages, images and videos to cover
the minimum requirements discovered earlier. This means the CMS must be able to receive
uploads to store on the CMS.

• Keep the driver on par with the CMS.

Driver must be able to handle whatever the CMS provides. This means that if the CMS tells
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the driver to display a web page, the driver will display a web page. Same with images and
videos. 

Goals:

• Early prototype. Few functions are required and precision is not yet a factor.

Log

Implementing the task of creating, and thus storing, content in the CMS was done swiftly. While
keeping everything as simple as possible, only three pieces of meta data were found to be required;
Name, type and URI. For image and video, which will be stored by the CMS, a hash is computed
and stored in place of URI. This guarantees only one instance of each content is stored, eliminating
the risk of duplicates.  Illustration 6 displays some example content already created. Clicking any
post in the Display column either displays the content stored or links to the web page.

Illustration 7 displays the dialog to create new content. For the image and video content types, a file
upload is displayed. For web pages, this field is replaced by a text input allowing entry of the web
page to be displayed.

Illustration 7: Dialog to create content

While implementing the client side of the logic it became apparent that changing the direction of the
client was the best move to make. Instead of implementing a browser, image viewer and video
player into the client, it was decided to make the client more of a manager delegating these func-
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tions to other software. No explicit transfer mechanism is implemented for images and video. In-
stead, this content is made available to the clients via read-only network shares.

Web pages and Images are delegated to UZBL browser which can easily be managed from com-
mand line and thus creates an easy way to create an automated interface between the client and
browser.

For videos, omxplayer is used. With the limited computational power of the Raspberry Pi being
used in development, hardware acceleration is a must. Omxplayer is the only player available which
utilizes this feature.

For now, web pages and images are displayed for 10 seconds each while videos play until they are
done. 

 4.4.3 Third Iteration

Stories:

• Story #3: Adding Playlist

Tasks

• Create a way to add playlists

The playlists are essential in order to implement Scheduling in a later iteration. Until a better
way of connecting a driver to a playlist, all drivers will display the content from the playlist
marked default.

Goals: 

• Playlists are available for use.

Log

During the implementation of playlists, an error in layout was discovered. In the early stages of de-
velopment, the playlists, now placed to the left, were places as tabs above the playlists content. This
area has since been removed from design. The error was that as the collection of playlists they
would no longer fit into the area. Illustration 8 shows the current design. 

Illustration 8: Playlists and content of Playlist 1

The plus sign next to “Playlists” opens up the create playlist dialogue shown in Illustration 9. The
option “Default” toggles to make a playlist default. Database restraints prohibit multiple playlists
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from being marked as default. The button “Delete playlist” exists because the same dialogue is used
to edit playlists once they have been created. Pressing it while still in creation does nothing.

In Illustration 8 there is the option to “Add content to playlist”. This option opens up a window dis-
playing items similar to those of Illustration 10. Clicking the name adds the content to the current
playlist, while clicking in the Display column displays the content.

Illustration 10: Dialog to add content to playlist

 4.4.4 Fourth Iteration

With the basic shape of the system in place, it is time to put the final feature in before first release.

Stories: 

• Story #2: Scheduling

Tasks:

• Create a way to control when and on what display to show what content.

Connect the playlists from the previous iteration with a driver based on time of day and
weekday. Assume schedule repeats over week.

Goals:

• Finalize the basic features and prepare for Productionizing.

Log
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While moving the default option manually between playlists to change current content to be dis-
played, it is an administrative task that takes time. Implementing a schedule to control when and on
which screens a playlist is to loop would remove this administrative task completely. Illustration 11
shows an example scheduling. Note how schedule 5 stretches from late friday to early saturday.
Each scheduling takes one playlist and several drivers as displayed in  Illustration 12. This form
takes time in four-digit 24-hour format. 
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Illustration 12: Dialog to create new Schedule

 4.5 Productionizing
Once deployed and in production, the stakeholders could finally get their hands on a demo and start
delivering more detailed feedback. One of the first things STUK noted was the immediate impact
on administrative tasks and increased use and interest from their marketing team. As the content
was always the correct one, as opposed to the earlier when there was one playlist which had to be
scrapped and rebuilt between each theme, the staff was more inclined to utilize the available dis-
plays. STUK also noted how easy the interface was to use when altering the available content and
altering the playlists. Shortly after deployment, STUK placed a display in their personnel area and
started presenting statistics and other information relevant to their personnel. In conjunction with
this new screen, a new requirement rose; announcements. STUK wanted an easy way of placing
short announcements on the screens. 

Neither Luleå Studentkår nor Arctic Group had their own on-site installation and was given access
to an online demo in order to evaluate the interface. Both were pleased with how easy everything
was to use, noting that it was a logical and intuitive interface.

 4.6 Maintenance and Death
This phase was supposed to be the continued development of the system. As this thesis does not ex-
tend beyond productionizing, maintenance and death were never reached and thus not performed. A
very short description of the hypothetical execution follows below.

After a few rounds of feedback, implementation, and support in the Maintenance phase the cus-
tomers are happy with their product and it is time to put the project to rest. 
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As Death is not the death of the software, but merely the development of the software, this phase
would result in a manual. This manual would contain everything one would need to know about the
system if picked up by another development team. Any dependencies and where to find them if re-
quired, the general structure of the code, any concepts implemented, and most definitely who wrote
the software. Anything that would be useful for anyone picking it up in a few years to continue de-
velopment.
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 5 Conclusions and Discussion
The initial idea as described in Purpose on page 2:

This thesis aims to design and construct an off-the-shelf (OTS) system to manage an arbitrary
number of digital screens, in order to display it on an attached display.

This thesis and the related software answer this questions. A system can be, and has been, con-
structed to fulfill this purpose. Construction, however, is not enough. The software constructed must
be validated as useful by external users, as it has been.

As soon as a usable prototype was available, it was implemented at STUK and, at the time of writ -
ing, has been running non-stop for a few weeks without any major bugs. The users administrating
the digital signs at STUK range from very limited technical knowledge to fairly skilled, and with
just a 2-minute introduction and a pointer to the web based interface, these users were able to dis-
cern how to use the interface to accomplish their goal. 

In line with Extreme Programming philosophy, the software written has no more and no fewer func-
tions than are necessary to functionally answer the research question. 

In conclusion, the system proposed and implemented is useful, usable, and efficient even for the
users with limited technical skill.

 5.1 Result discussion
Long ago I stumbled upon this quote:

“Weeks of programming can save you hours of planning” – Author unknown.

At first glance it might seem like it is the way to do things, until one realizes the now obvious
meaning of it. It's all in the planning. Everything from how to structure a thesis to how to build the
next generation of software and much, much more. When things are done in the right order, a lot of
extra unnecessary work is avoided. Like so many others, the success of this project is due to the
planning done in the second phase: Planning. Thinking the development through, in loose terms,
and placing the to dos in the right order can, and has, greatly reduced the workload. With that being
said, there are not a great number of ways the stories could have been implemented without work-
ing in some highly awkward method trying to schedule something that at the point didn't exist or
could even be planned for if XP's “don't think of tomorrow” philosophy were to be adhered to. 

Looking back at the three requirements discovered in 4.1 The Organizations, Media, Playlists and
Scheduling, the results can now be verified.

 5.1.1 Requirement fulfillment

Starting with Media. The prototyped system can not only manage and display the required images
but also web pages with ease as implemented in the second iteration on page 19. During develop-
ment it was discovered that only a small addition to the code would allow the system to also display
video content and, in theory,  live streamed video as the only difference between the two is the
source data which could be specified as either a file or network address. Adding a file to the system
had already been implemented with images, simply allowing another file type was easy. Adding the
correct address to a network stream in the correct format and making it useable by anyone else than
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the developer was too big of a task for the feature to be implemented. The idea was summarily re-
jected as it was not a requested feature. 

In the system, images, web pages and video are referred to as resources. Any common image for-
mat, JPEG, PNG, GIF, and similar, can be used in any resolution. Anything bigger than the screen is
scaled down to fit. Anything smaller is simply centered. No upscaling takes place as this would ad-
versely affect the image quality. Web pages are displayed as they are available for any desktop web
browser, though only the top. A suggestion for future work is to implement a function to allow a
slow scroll of any web page too big to fit on screen. Although images and web pages are defined
with an amount of time to display said resource, videos are not. This is a result of the inherent na-
ture of a video. Images can be displayed infinitely but a video would have to start over in order to
continue. As a result of this, videos play to completion and then the next item in the playlist is dis-
played. 

Continuing with Playlists. This was in my opinion the easiest part to implement. With the resources
already in place, grouping them up into playlists with an internal play order the feature was switfly
implemented. This granted time to be spent on cosmetics and interface functions. To rearrange a
playlist, all one need to do is drag and drop the resource to be moved in the playlist to another loca-
tion in said playlist. Useful in case the order of resources to be displayed is important.

Scheduling was the most difficult feature to implement. While the background functions and com-
munication with the client was easy, user presentation was not. Simply listing all of the scheduled
intervals was one option, but a more graphical solution would make the system more accessible and
so I decided to make the more graphical solution.

As was discovered in 4.2 Exploration while examining other Digital Signage solutions, these were
the three main staples recurring in each of the systems with the only variance on the different media
used in some of the specialized professional solutions where media such as PowerPoint presenta-
tions and other proprietary media types were available as options.

Summarily, the system that has been researched, planned, and prototyped fulfill the bare necessities
required of an entry level digital signage solution.

 5.2 Method Discussion
Extreme Programming has long been in the corner of my eye. An agile method with its focus on the
development of the product rather than in-the-works documentation that is likely to change several
times before the product can be considered complete. With XP being intended for a group of devel-
opers working in close cooperation and physical proximity and my lack of multiple personalities a
problem presented itself. Fortunately, another, less sane method, was available: Rubber duck debug-
ging. For anyone not involved in the project and its method, it would seem strange to see someone
talking to a rubber duck, but when it comes to effectiveness there are few things more efficient to
making the problem stand out more than having to explain it in so simple a way that an air headed,
inanimate, rubber duck can understand the problem and what needs to be done to resolve it. 

 5.3 Continued Work
As with most software, there is always more to be done. In STUK's feedback in Productionizing, a
need to display announcements was presented. While this is easy to implement, it is too small scale
for what I have in mind, should time become available for it. A modular architecture where one
could choose which features to make available on a client could help both the systems usability
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along the way as well as open up for third-parties to write and publish their own modules to work
with the platform. 

Continuing down the path of centralization, the web interface could be extended to manage configu-
ration for the clients in a push type of relationship. When a user changes configuration for a client,
the server immediately pushes it to the client which in turn updates it's configuration-files.
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Additional resources
Github link for the client software:

https://github.com/tinyMrChaos/showtime-client

Github link for the server software:

https://github.com/tinyMrChaos/showtime
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